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We wish to object to the realignment of the Moore Electorate to Northwest central as the area is far to vast and
the needs of these regions differ so much from North to South of the proposed realignment . How can an elected
MP cover such a vast area and really represent the needs of the people in that area . NorthWest Central has
mining, station pastoral country and  tourism , Our Moore electorate is predominantly smaller regional towns
within the wheatbelt with broadacre cropping and sheep enterprises . Our needs are different , we have a lot
more traffic on our roads, more population to consider, smaller towns with their individual needs and
uniqueness.

By removing Moore we risk losing even more voice than we’ve had in the past - we seem to be the forgotten
part of the population and business sector of the economy . Maybe we need a referendum of Voice for regional
communities as we are being targeted from every angle atm the moment with the current Govt - this is why it is
so critical that we maintain our electoral boundaries as they currently stand .

Acknowledgement of Country: The Western Australian Electoral Commission acknowledges the Traditional
Owners of the lands on which our electoral activities take place. We pay our respects to Elders past, present and
emerging.




